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While loading the game another message had showed up which said "Invalid API key for your account". Delete your account on steam and
re login and try downloading that again. I am downloading it again right now and will update the video when the new installer.exe finally

loads. Thanks Also, the intro for Darksiders 2 needs to be fixed. The intro for Darksiders 1 on Xbox 360 wasn't too bad, but Darksiders 2s
intro is complete crap. The soundtrack is much better though.Q: Socket.io send() emits only once in a while I've written a small server

using Socket.io and Node.js. Client side is very simple. I just send "local-user" message to server as a string and server responds with "I'm
alive!" string. This works without any issues. But sometimes it emits the message only one in a while. When I say one in a while, I mean it
emits the message each between 2-5 minutes. I'm using no other io.sockets.adapters and all socket connections are closed when client side
program exit with no errors. A: Apparently it's related to connection polling done by Socket.io and it's not a good idea to use it this way.
I've checked node_redis. Is there a point in using it this way? Yes. Although you might have to handle only a few connections otherwise

node_redis might get overwhelmed by too many connections. But even that wouldn't explain this behaviour. Here's more info: If you need
to do a lot of connection management and loading, then check the socket.io server on the server side, and manage the connection away

from the actual client socket itself. The whole point of Node.js is to do server side coding. So, a while should be quite unusual and I still
believe that you might have an issue with socket.io or with socket.io manager. EDIT: Using node.js and socket.io it is better to not poll the

connection on every event. The great thing about socket.io is that it has no problem with multiple client connections. After all, it just
pushes events to the clients. So that you should manage only one socket connection on the server side.
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